A. These seven, small, simple words pack an unlimited amount of ______.

B. ______ thinking may not be something that comes naturally to you.

C. These seven words will enable us to overcome any ______, conquer every challenge, fight off every foe, bear any _______, and shoulder any sacrifice.

D. Two of the most positive words that exist — “____ ______.”

E. Two words in the next section likely make us uncomfortable — “_____ _____ things.” (James 1:22)

F. Someone has called these words the “monosyllables of ______.”

G. Paul is telling us that we can do all things that _____ wants us to be ______.

H. It is only when you add the last section that the statement becomes true and possible — “____ ______.” (Jn. 15:1-5; Eph. 3:20)

I. Paul discovered from his own experience that sometimes God chooses not to remove the ______ from our lives, but make His power ______ through them. (2 Cor. 12:7-10)

J. God’s ______ is ____________ for us.

K. There is not a person among us who does not have some kind of limitation, __________, or ______ in his or her life.

L. What sometimes looks like great strength on our part is really just our ____________ on our all powerful God.

M. I _____ do _____ things through ________!

L. dependence.  M. can, all, Christ.